A CONTINUED LOOK INTO THE KORAN
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PART XXXII

‘The English word Thursday is named after the Norse god of thunder, Thor. Thursday literally means “Thor's day” in Old English. Thor is represented riding a chariot drawn by goats and wielding a big hammer. In most languages with Latin origins, the day is named after the god and planet Jupiter.’ - Wikipedia. Let's take a look at what Thor was like compared to Allah. In light of the types of barbarities allegedly practiced by the Norsemen; the Normanni, such as the infamous and macabre, Blood Eagle. I wonder if their god is much the same as the Muslim god.

So I looked up Thor in a marvelous website titled: mythicarrealm.com/legends/thor.html and discovered that Thor is the son of Odin and Jord, the Earth Goddess. Thor was the strongest of the principal group of Norse gods known as the Aesir. Thor was highly popular for the Normanni because he did not demand human sacrifices unlike his dad. Thor was the God of Thunder, who rode his mighty chariot through the skies during those rumbling times when everyone huddles in their cozy shelters and hopes the roof remains intact. Thor married the golden haired lovely, Sif, a Goddess of Fertility. He also had a mistress named, Jarnsaxa, (the ‘iron cutlass”), obviously a Shield Maiden and not some over made up Thor’s Shield Maiden and not some over made up

Thor was usually depicted as a jolly, powerful Norseman with a flowing red beard and long hair; kind of what I looked like in my twenties. Despite looking very ferocious, as we WHITE CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS must be, Thor was very popular because he was a protector of both gods and humans against the forces of Evil. Thor’s popularity eventually became greater than that of his father, Odin.

What a difference from the Islamic vision of god and gods. Thor is not alone, neither is his dad. Family and friends is what the Norse religions were all about. Good, honest living and personal responsibility with a host of enjoyable, interesting characters in a pantheon; a party of gods with many children who see parents loving each other. Men and women were very equal in Norse societies. Men and women celebrated their physical differences. The women did glorious things with their hair and showed off their magnificence. If a man touched a woman wrongly; as in a rape, for example, that man’s head would end up on a spike. It might even have been the attempted rapee who killed the monster herself. As for dark skinned creatures sliming their way into the Norse lands would have found themselves very quickly enslaved or more likely roasted for meat.

Now that we are talking about gods and different conceptions and stories of what people believe. As you are no doubt aware, there has long been an issue with the Jewish entity. What are they? Where do they come from? What really is their history? Is what is said about them in the Old Testament true or not? John Kaminski, an awesome researcher and writer, you will find John's articles posted on Rense.com quite regularly, wrote this marvelous essay regarding the Jewish story. I have put the link here for you. Definitely worth a read and good support for what we have been speaking about in DtRH. Remember, to defeat the enemy of Truth, one has to learn and study and discover what, indeed is the Truth. Priests tend to obfuscate the Truth and keep much of it to themselves in order to maintain power and control over the people. Politicians and
Legal Beagle Shysters do that, as well as your schools and universities, medical establishments, and banks. There is so much deception in the world: indeed the very word, Parliament actually means: ‘a place where lies are spoken.’ You have to break through the lies and the corruption and stop allowing your mind to be controlled by the Tell Lie Vision and the Jewspapers.

https://www.darkmoon.me/2015/the-first-jewish-lie-the-old-testament-fabrication-that-the-israelites-were-slaves-in-egypt/

Of course the biggest lie they ever told was the idea that those nefarious schemers, the Jews are the Chosen People of My Father in Heaven. That story is utter nonsense. First of all, My Father; the Mighty I AM, the First Source and Center, does not chose favorites. And, if He did, He would certainly NOT pick scheming savages to be His favorite agents on any planet. My Brother, Jesus of Nazareth told you, 2000 years ago that the Sadducees and Pharisees; indeed the Jews of that time were the Children of Satan and Sons of the Devil. That alone shows you He was NOT a Judaic. Jesus challenged the rabbis at every opportunity and befuddled them with His much more powerful intellect and knowledge base. That is one of the WAYS He showed you to conduct yourselves. Be strong and question your priests and ‘leaders’. Indeed, why do you persist in thinking you need these, leaders ? They have mostly led you into the pits of perdition and utter chaos and mayhem with not one of them personally responsible for the mess they have created. The entire fundamental message my Brother brought to you was to be your OWN MASTER. ‘Call no man, Master, not even the Messiah, and call no man Father, you have but one Father, Who is in Heaven.’ Matthew 23, v8.

Again, note the emphasis on the Father/Son relationship which does not exist in Islam. And for a man to be without a master is out of the question there, as well, since Allah demands absolute obeisance page after page in the Koran. ‘... Servants of Allah, you that have sinned against your souls, do not despair of Allah’s mercy, for He forgives all sins. He is the Forgiving One, the Merciful. Turn in repentance to your Lord and surrender yourselves to Him before His scourge overtakes you in your heedlessness, without warning; lest any man should say: “Alas! I have disobeyed Allah and scoffed at His revelations.” Or: “If Allah had guided me I would have been a righteous man.” Or, when he sees his punishment: “Could I but live again, I would lead a righteous life.” For Allah will say to him: “You heard My revelations, yet you denied them. You were arrogant and had no faith at all.” The faces of those who invent falsehoods about Allah shall be blackened on the Day of Resurrection. Is there not in Hell a home for the arrogant?’ Page 277-278. At the bottom of 278 we read once again: ‘In hordes the unbelievers shall be led to Hell.’ ... ‘And thus the punishment which the unbelievers have been promised shall be fulfilled. A voice will say to them, “Enter the gates of Hell and stay therein for ever.” Evil is the dwelling place of the arrogant. But those who fear their Lord shall be led in bands to Paradise. Then they draw near, its gates will be opened, and its keepers will say to them: “Peace be to you; you have been good men. Enter Paradise and dwell in it forever.” ... You shall see the angels circling round the Throne, giving glory to their Lord. Mankind shall be judged with fairness, and all shall say: “Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Creation!” Page 279.

Let’s examine the preceding quotes. Allah says he is forgiving and admonishes people, yet again, to believe in him through fear mongering, ‘...before his scourge overtakes you...’

‘When he sees his punishment...’ Of course the public shows of Sharia law in action; that being the law as demanded by the Koran such as the stoning of a woman, the dismemberment of a boy for stealing a scarf, (actual case/hand and foot on opposite sides. The scarf in question was worth $1.50.), beheadings... certainly would send shivers of fear into people’s brains.

‘...shall be led in bands to Paradise.’ Remember the use of the term, ‘band of brothers’ mentioned earlier? We do not use the term in reference to women or girls. Then note, once again, ‘...you have been good men.’ Also note, Allah is not really alone after all because, ‘You shall see the angels circling around the Throne.’ Islam is often contradictory, just as Allah is capricious.

To be continued........